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 Day 6 Day 7 Day 8 Day 9 Day 10

Books

• I Can Do It Myself!

• Kitty Cat, Kitty Cat, 
Are You Going to 
School?

• I Can Do It Myself! • I Can Do It Myself!

• Lots of Feelings

• Lots of Feelings

• Blueprint Songbook

• I Can Do It Myself!

• Lots of Feelings

• Blueprint Songbook

Charts

• Anchor Chart: “Power 
of 3” (make)

• Unit Chart: “Words 
We Are Learning” 

• Anchor Chart: 
“Readers Can Say”

• Anchor Chart: 
“Power of 3”

• Anchor Chart: 
“Power of 3”

• Unit Chart: “Words 
We Are Learning”

• Unit Chart: “Words 
We are Learning”

• Anchor Chart: 
“Feelings” (make)

• Unit Chart: “Words 
We Are Learning”

Downloads

• “Move safely” image • “Say, “’I can do it!’” 
image

• Emoji faces: happy, 
sad, silly

• “Feelings in Your 
Body” Mindful 
Moment card

Other Materials

• Chart paper
• Photo of each child
• Sentence strips
• Baskets of books

• Children’s name 
cards

• Shape collection box
• Tub of markers
• Sentence strip

• Children’s name 
cards

• Shape collection box
• A bag or box that 

children can put their 
hands inside of but 
not see through

• Toy car or other small 
object

• Tub of pattern blocks
• Sentence strip

• Children’s name 
cards

• Blocks
• Small mirrors (one for 

each child or pair of 
children)

• Tub of linking cubes

• Photos of children 
showing the following 
faces: happy, sad, 
proud, silly.

• Children’s name 
cards

• Small mirrors (one 
per child or pair of 
children)

• Magnifying glasses
• Nature basket
• Chart paper
• Sentence strips 

Special Materials

To Make

• Create the Anchor 
Chart: “Power of 3.” 
On three sentence 
strips, write: “Take 
Care of Ourselves,” 
“Take Care of 
Each Other,” and 
“Take Care of Our 
Environment.” These 
will be the three 
headings of the chart.

• Prepare name 
cards with each 
child’s name and 
photograph on a 
sentence strip to help 
them find their spot in 
the circle.

• On a sentence strip, 
write “Move safely.” 
Attach corresponding 
image.

• Cut out triangles (one 
per child or pair of 
children).

• On a sentence 
strip, write “Say, ‘I 
can do it!’” Attach 
corresponding image.

• Cut out rectangles 
(one per child or pair 
of children).

• Add a toy car or other 
small object to the 
opaque bag or box.

• Make emoji blocks.

• Create a mindfulness 
basket to store 
Mindful Moment 
cards.

• Create the Anchor 
Chart: “Feelings.” 
Write “Feelings” on a 
sentence strip. Attach 
labeled photos of 
the children showing 
happy, sad, proud, 
and silly faces.


